General relativity, despite its nonlinearity, is apparently lacking an effective self-restriction mechanism, and the existence of singularities seems to be its inevitable though undesired feature. Reasonable, regular solutions for macroscopic bodies like stars are obtained with matter whose pressure opposes gravity, whereas microobjects, extreme states of matter and/or strong gravitational fields probably need a purely field description.
The choice of a field source able to do the job is a separate task, and, in particular, for spherically symmetric configurations there is quite a number of non-existence theorems [1] . Non-Abelian gauge fields yield regular black hole solutions [2] but they are known only numerically. The regular black hole solution of Ref. [3] with a de Sitter core is expressed in terms of pressure and density rather than fields. An especially attractive class of field theories for seeking regular models is nonlinear electrodynamics (NED) with gauge-invariant Lagrangians L(F ), F = F µν F µν , since its energy-momentum tensor (EMT) T ν µ has the symmetry T 0 0 = T 1 1 and is thus insensitive to boosts in the radial direction, which is a property of vacuum [3, 4] . The most famous of such theories, the Born-Infeld NED, has recently gained much attention as a limiting case of certain models of string theory (see [5] for reviews). It has been shown, however [6, 7] , that in NED with any L(F ) such that L ∼ const · F at small F (the Maxwell weak-field limit), static, spherically symmetric electro-gravitational configurations with a regular center cannot exist. The same is true for dyonic configurations.
This theorem does not concern purely magnetic solutions, and, quite surprisingly, there is a whole class of regular solutions with a nonzero magnetic charge. The main aim of this paper is to present and to discuss these solutions. We will also compare them with their electric analogs, in particular, the solutions recently found by Ayón-Beato and García [8] [9] [10] , with the aid of a duality between spherically symmetric solutions of different NED specified in two alternative (F -and P -) frameworks: the 1 e-mail: kb@rgs.mccme.ru original, Lagrangian one and the one obtained from it by a Legendre transformation [11] .
Let us begin with a proof of the non-existence theorem, extending it, as compared with [6, 7] , to dyonic systems. Throughout the paper all relevant functions are assumed to be sufficiently smooth, unless otherwise indicated.
Consider NED in general relativity, with the action
where R is the scalar curvature, F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ is the electromagnetic field, and L is an arbitrary function leading to the Maxwell theory at small F : L(F ) ≈ F as F → 0 . The tensor F µν obeys the dynamic equations and the Bianchi identities,
where * denotes the Hodge dual and L F = dL/dF . In a static, spherically symmetric space-time with the metric
(dΩ 2 = dθ 2 + sin 2 θ dφ 2 ), a regular center, by definition, takes place at r = 0 if all algebraic curvature invariants are finite there and, in addition, one should require e α(0) = 1 to avoid a conical singularity. The tensor F µν compatible with spherical symmetry can involve only a radial electric field F 01 = −F 10 (r) and a radial magnetic field F 23 = −F 32 (r). Eqs. (2) give
where q e and q m are the electric and magnetic charges, respectively. As follows from (4) ,
and the Einstein equations may be written in the form
Non-Existence Theorem. The field system (1), with
, does not admit a static, spherically symmetric solution with a regular center and a nonzero electric charge.
Proof. Since the Ricci tensor for the metric (3) is diagonal, the invariant R µν R µν ≡ R (7),
Suppose first that q m = 0 and thus f m = 0 and F = −f e . Therefore by (5) and (9) at a regular center F L F is finite whereas F L 2 F → ∞. Combined, these conditions lead to F → 0 and L F → ∞, that is, a strongly nonMaxwell behavior at small F . For purely electric fields the theorem is valid.
Suppose now q e = 0 and q m = 0 , then (9) should hold for f e and f m taken separately. As previously, this condition applied to f e combined with (5) leads to L F → ∞. But f m also tends to infinity as r → 0 , so even stronger f m L F → ∞, violating (9) . The theorem is proved. This proof did not use an explicit form of the Einstein equations, which, though, can be exactly solved by quadratures in the general spherically symmetric case [6] . Indeed, the Maxwell-like equations are already integrated and the EMT in (7) does not explicitly contain α(r) and γ(r). Due to T 
Possible horizons occur at zeros of A(r).
The above theorem does not contain an asymptotic flatness requirement, and the proof is of local nature. Therefore the theorem is readily extended to general relativity with a cosmological constant, where the spatial asymptotic can be de-Sitter or anti-de-Sitter.
Regular magnetic solutions.
A nontrivial case not covered by the theorem is q e = 0 , q m = 0 . In this case the metric has the form (3) with (10) where
and F = 2q 2 m /r 4 . It is easily seen that a solution with a regular center exists for any L(F ) such that L → L ∞ < ∞ as F → ∞, and a unique mass providing such a center for given q m is found by integration in (11) from 0 to ∞, which means that the entire mass is of electromagnetic origin. The EMT in (7) near r = 0 takes the form (1)), and the metric is approximately de Sitter (A(r) = 1 − Λr 2 /3 + o(r 2 )), with the cosmological constant Λ = L ∞ /2 . So one need not explicitly calculate the curvature invariants to prove that the space-time is regular.
Suppose that L(F ) and the mass have been chosen in this way. The space-time is globally regular and can include horizons corresponding to zeros of A(r), whose number and character determine the global structure. Generic cases are the absence of zeros, which leads to a regular Dirac-type magnetic monopole solution, and the occurence of two simple zeros, which corresponds to the conventional Reissner-Nordström black hole structure, with the singularity replaced by a regular center. In the intermediate case of one double zero, the extremal Reissner-Nordström structure is obtained. Models with more numerous horizons can be constructed as well.
It can be easily shown that Eqs. (4), (8) do not admit wormhole solutions or those with an endless regular "horn" -a finite minimum value of r , to which there is an infinitely long way from outside. Therefore our magnetic black holes and monopoles are the only types of spherically symmetric solutions to (1) with a globally regular metric.
There is a formal infinity of the magnetic induction B (B 2 = f m /2 = F/2 ) as r → 0 , whereas the magnetic field intensity H , obtained as a generalized momentum from the Lagrangian, is well-behaved everywhere including the center:
To judge whether or not the center is regular from a physical viewpoint, one should estimate the force experienced by a charged test particle moving in the field under consideration. This test charge may be electric or magnetic since both are admitted by our assumptions. In a consistent approach, the equations of motion for a test particle (as well as for an extended body) in nonlinear field theory should follow from the field equations and may be deduced along the lines of Refs. [12, 13] . Namely, the 4-force vector is found as the total momentum flow T µν n µ dS through a closed surface surrounding the particle, where n µ is the unit normal to such a surface and T µν is a total EMT of the summed electromagnetic field of the background static configuration and the test particle. An estimate in a proper approximation, taking into account the weakness of the particle's field, shows that this force is everywhere finite and vanishes at r = 0 (for details see [14] ). Therefore, despite the formal divergence of B , our magnetic solutions may be called globally regular.
F P duality and electric solutions. Let us consider for comparison the electric analogs of our magnetic solutions. This is of particular interest since recently Ayon-Beato and García [8] [9] [10] suggested some examples of such solutions, describing configurations with q e = 0 , q m = 0 and a regular center. The properties of these solutions evidently contradict the above non-existence theorem, but they only seem to circumvent it since, as we shall see, any model like those of [8] [9] [10] needs different Lagrangians in different ranges of the radial coordinate and therefore fails to be a solution for a particular Lagrangian L(F ).
The solutions of [8] [9] [10] were found using an alternative form of NED (to be called the P -framework), obtained from the original one (the F -framework) by a Legendre transformation: one introduces the tensor P µν = L F F µν with its invariant P = P µν P µν and considers the Hamiltonian-like quantity H = 2F L F − L as a function of P ; the theory is then reformulated in terms of P and is specified by H(P ) [11] . One has then:
with H P = dH/dP . Eqs. (2) and the EMT (7) are rewritten in the form (14) where by (13) in the spherically symmetric case,
Comparing Eqs. (2), (5)- (8) with (13)- (16), one sees that they coincide up to the substitutions
In other words, there is a duality between spherically symmetric solutions written in the F -and P -frameworks: any solution for a given Lagrangian L(F ), characterized by a certain metric function A(r) and the field components F 01 and F 23 , has a counterpart with the same A(r) but F substituted by −P , L by −H , F 01 by P 23 and F 23 by P 01 , and conversely. The functional dependence −H(−P ) in the dual solution is the same as L(F ) in the original solution, but the choice of the function L(F ) itself is not restricted.
(It should be stressed that this F P duality connects solutions of different theories: given L(F ), the functional dependence H(P ) = 2F L F − L is in general quite different from L(F ), an evident exception being the Maxwell theory where L = F = H = P and the present duality turns into the conventional electric-magnetic duality. So the F P duality has nothing to do with the electricmagnetic one studied in Refs. [11, 15] , where the field equations of a specific theory were required to be duality invariant, and this condition selected a narrow class of Lagrangians.)
In particular, any regular magnetic solution obtained for given L(F ) has a purely electric counterpart with a similar (up to the sign) dependence H(P ). The metric has the form (10) with
Given H(P ), one should substitute P = −2q 2 e /r 4 . A regular center exists if and only if H has a finite limit as P → −∞, and a mass that provides regularity for given q e is found by integration in (18) from 0 to ∞. This is how the regular solutions of [8] [9] [10] were obtained with the following choices of H(P ):
, (19) [9] :
[10] :
where Π = −q 2 P/2 and s = |q|/(2m), q = q e and m being free parameters identified with the charge and mass of the configuration, respectively. The functions (19)-(21) behave like P at small P , tend to finite limits as P → −∞ and thus lead to regular metrics. It should be kept in mind, however, that the Pframework is secondary. The Lagrangian dynamics is specified in the F -framework, and, since the F → P transition is a mere substitution in the field equations, the two frameworks are equivalent only where the function P (F ) is monotonic. Recalling the above proof for q e = 0 , q m = 0 , one sees, however, that for any regular solution with a Reissner-Nordström asymptotic the function F (P ) = −f e ≤ 0 vanishes at both r = 0 and r → ∞ and so inevitably has at least one minimum at some P = P * < 0 . It can be easily shown (see [14] for details) that at an extremum of F (P ) where F = F * < 0 the derivative L F has the same finite limit as P → P * +0 and P → P * − 0 , while L F F tends to infinities of opposite signs. Therefore the function L(F ) suffers branching, and its graph forms a cusp at F = F * ; different functions L(F ) correspond to P > P * and P < P * . Another kind of branching occurs at extrema of H(P ), if any: there F (P ) behaves generically as (P − P * ) 2 while L F → ∞, and a graph of L(F ) smoothly touches the vertical axis F = 0 . The number of Lagrangians on the way from infinity to the center equals the number of monotonicity ranges of F (P ). All this is readily seen for specific examples. A qualitative picture for the choice (20) is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the simplest case when H(P ) is monotonic (e.g., like tanh P ), L(F ) has only two branches OP 1 and P 1 P 2 , and P 2 already corresponds to r = 0 .
Thus any regular electric solution, being well-behaved with respect to the field equations in the P -framework, corresponds to different Lagrangians in different parts of space. This problem is absent for magnetic solutions since they are obtained directly in terms of L(F ).
Comparison of effective metrics. The troubles with the electric solutions concern only the properties of NED, while the metric is well-behaved and even analytic if H(P ) is analytic. The same is true for the electric field F 01 . However, termination of a theory with given L(F ) implies violent electromagnetic phenomena. For their understanding let us consider the effective metric introduced by Novello et al. [16, 17] 
As shown in [16, 17] , NED photons propagate along null geodesics of this metric. For the space-time metric (10), with a purely electric field the effective metric reads
At an extremum P = P * of F (P ) where F = 0 (in particular, at the inevitable first minimum) one has Φ → 0 since F P → 0 while H P is finite. This leads to a curvature singularity of the effective metric, at least if P 1 is not located on a horizon, A = 0 . Another kind of singularities of (23) accompanies possible extrema of H(P ). All this is verified by calculating the Kretschmann scalar K . Even more importantly, according to [17] , if a NED photon comes from an emitter at rest at point 1 to an observer at rest at point 2, the corresponding frequencies f 1 and f 2 are related by
where the second equality corresponds to the metric (23). If Φ(2) = ∞ (as it happens at a termination point of L(F )), then photons coming there are infinitely blueshifted and one may expect that they eventually lead to a real space-time singularity. For a magnetic solution, instead of (23), we get
where again Φ = L F + 2F L F F . Instead of (24),
At the center (r = 0, A = 1 ) both L F and Φ vanish, the coefficient h 22 → ∞, i.e., behaves as if in a wormhole, whereas h 00 → ∞, which means that photons arriving there, if any, would be infinitely redshifted -see (26).
Actually photons cannot reach a place where L F = 0 , as can be seen from an integral of their geodesic equation:
where the dot is a derivative in the affine parameter, ǫ and l are the photon's constants of motion characterizing its initial energy and angular momentum. All curvature invariants of the metric (25) vanish at r = 0 . It is indeed a perfectly quiet place despite an infinite F . Some peculiarities, however, occur on the way from infinity to the center: there is always a sphere r = r * on which Φ = 0 . It can be seen as follows: Φ may be represented as Φ = 2 √ F ( √ F L F ) F ; the quantity √ F L F vanishes at both r = 0 and r = ∞ and is nonzero between them, hence has at least one extremum at F = 0 -this is where Φ = 0 . The metric (25), due to blowingup of the coordinate spheres, has there a singularity, but the latter is actually unnoticed by NED photons, as is evident from (27). Generically L F = 0 where Φ = 0 , therefore the photon frequency also remains finite. The meaning of the very fact of a curvature singularity of the effective metric is yet to be understood.
If L F = 0 at some F > 0 , this also causes a singularity of (25) which acts as a potential wall (mirror) for NED photons as is seen from (27); accordingly, (26) shows that they are infinitely redshifted: f 2 vanishes if L F (2) = 0 . No photons from outside can thus approach the center.
All this is in striking contrast to the picture obtained for an electric source: we now have potential walls instead of wells and redshifts instead of blueshifts.
Example. To have a specific example of a regular magnetic solution, let us employ the above F P duality and consider, with slight modifications, the dependence (20), substituting −H by L and −P by F . An advantage of (20) (as well as (19) and (21) is that it leads to a closed form of M (r) and A(r). Let us, however, slightly modify it, excluding an explicit dependence of L on m and q : they should be integration constants, while L may only contain fundamental constants or those originating from a deeper underlying theory. Moreover, to be able to describe systems with both electric and magnetic fields, where F (and P ) can have both signs, let us replace −P by |F | rather than F . So we put
The use of |F | violates analyticity of L at F = 0 : as required, L F (0) = 1 , but L F F contains the discontinuous term −a 2 |2F | −1/2 sign F . Though, in the range of interest, F > 0 , this L(F ) is well-behaved. Integration in (11) gives for a regular solution
so that m = M (∞) = |q| 3/2 /2a (q = q m ), and some relations from [9] are formally restored. In particular, the minimum value of A(r) = 1 − 2M (r)/r (recall that A(0) = 1 ) depends on the ratio ξ = m/|q|, so that A min is negative for ξ > ξ 0 ≈ 0.96 (we deal with a black hole with two horizons), zero for ξ = ξ 0 (an extremal black hole with one double horizon) and positive for ξ < ξ 0 (a regular particle-like system). It is of interest that, given any specific value of the constant a in (28), we can obtain all three types of solutions depending on the charge value: we have a non-extremal or extremal black hole if |q| ≤ 4a 2 /ξ 2 0 and a particle-like solution (a monopole) otherwise. Despite the restriction imposed by the regularity condition, one finds all three types of regular solutions. This feature seems to be quite generic for proper nonlinear Lagrangians. One can also verify that the properties of the effective metric (25) confirm the above general observations.
Concluding remarks. A more complete description of the properties of the present regular NED solutions, as well as others, requires a better understanding of the longstanding and non-trivial problem of motion of charged bodies in NED, probably following the lines of Refs. [12, 13] and [18] .
One more subject of interest for further study is the inclusion of another electromagnetic field invariant, * F µν F µν , into the Lagrangian in addition to F . This invariant is involved, in particular, in the Born-Infeld and Heisenberg-Euler NED Lagrangians; its appearance should be able to widen the diversity of regular black hole and monopole solutions. Related subjects are the F P duality between solutions of different theories involving both invariants and a possible extension of this duality to non-spherically symmetric configurations.
